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MINT: Evaluating LLMs in Multi-turn Interaction with Tools and Language Feedback

Evaluation Data  Repurposing single-turn tasks into 
multi-turn: Reasoning, Code 
Generation, Decision-making

 Keeping instances that require multi-
turn interaction: throw away instances 
that can be solved by gpt-3.5 within 2 
turns

 Stratified sub-sampling for efficient 
evaluation

Evaluating LLM in Multi-Turn Interaction
 Better single-turn performance does not necessarily entail 

better multi-turn performance (claude-2 vs. claude-1
 Absolute performance and improvement-per-turn scale with 

model size (Llama-2, CodeLLaMA
 SIFT on multi-turn data can be helpful for multi-turn 

interaction (Vicuna-v1.5, Lemur-v1
 RLHF might hurt LLM-tool multi-turn interaction (LLaMA-2)

Evaluating LLM with Language Feedback
We use gpt-4-0613 to simulate user feedback

 No significant difference between open- and closed-
source models in terms of ∆feedbac

 SIFT and RLHF may hurt models’ ability to leverage 
feedback (CodeLlama & LLaMA-2, except Vicuna & Lemur)

Evaluating LLM as Feedback Provider
Task-solving ability could be orthogonal to feedback-
providing ability
 GPT-3.5 excelled in task-solving but struggled with self-feedback
 CodeLLaMA-34B-Instruct, despite performing the poorest (-19% 

difference vs. GPT-3.5), can still provide feedback that improves the 
stronger GPT-3.5.

 Baseline: LLM interacts with a lazy user (w/o language feedback) that only provides minimal 
feedback on task outcome for up-to k interaction turn

 Informative: LLM interacts with a user (w/ language feedback) for up-to k interaction turns

Interaction Framework
LLM can (1) optionally express its reasoning process (“Thought”); (2) then 
either interact with tools by generating and executing Python code through a 
Python interpreter (“Execute”), or proposing a solution to the user (“Propose 
Solution”).

MINT benchmark measures LLMs' ability to solve tasks with multi-turn 
interactions by (1) using tools and (2) leveraging natural language feedback.

Motivation
 People have been using LLMs in multi-turn interactions (e.g., 

conversations, LLM agents with tools
 Such multi-turn interactions typically involves natural language feedback 

from human user
 Existing LLM evaluations predominantly focus on single-turn input-output 

pairs, often overlook user-provided natural language feedback.
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